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1                       - - - - -

2                 P R O C E E D I N G S

3                       - - - - -

4             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Good afternoon,

5 everyone.  I would like to call the Franklin County

6 Board of Elections, in our brand new, first ever

7 Board meeting at 1700 Morse Road.  I'd like to

8 welcome everybody here to our new location.  And, you

9 know, when the meeting is over, those who would like

10 to kind of walk around and take a little tour, I will

11 avail myself for that, so that you can see what our

12 new location looks like.  We can't move into the

13 warehouse yet, unless you have a hardhat, but we can

14 open the door and you can at least look into the

15 areas that are still under construction.

16             So I will do the roll call.

17             Kimberly Marinello.

18             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Here.

19             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Gregory Haas.

20             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Here.

21             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Douglas Preisse.

22             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Here.

23             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Bradley Sinnott.

24             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Here.
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1             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Mr. Chairman, we have

2 a quorum.  Everybody on board.  The first item of the

3 -- on the agenda will be to approve the minutes of

4 the July 3rd and July 7th meetings.  Is there a

5 motion?

6             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I move that we --

7 that the Board approve the minutes of the July 3rd

8 and July 7th meetings of the Franklin County Board of

9 Elections as submitted.

10             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

11             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Second.

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

13             (All ayes heard.)

14             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.  I

15 will now pass that around to everybody to be signed.

16             The second item on the agenda is an

17 update on our move to Morse, to here.  So, as you can

18 see, we are here and it went fairly well.  And, again

19 for the record, I'd like to just thank Suzanne Brown

20 for pretty much being our lead person on this move,

21 and, just for the record, I wanted to let everyone

22 know that she did a great job, a yeoman's job, and we

23 tried to throw as much stress as we could to her, on

24 her, and she stood up to the challenge.  And I would
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1 like to give her a round of applause.

2             (Applause.)

3             MS. BROWN:  Thank you.

4             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  The place is

5 beautiful.  As I said before, I am willing to take

6 those who want to care to follow me after the meeting

7 to kind of do a quick walk around.

8             We're not done yet.  There's still a lot

9 of loose ends that, you know, any new construction

10 has.  So we're still kind of learning what things are

11 not where they are supposed to be or what we need to

12 do to make it totally right, but we're really happy

13 here.

14             And with that, I'll let Dana, I know Dana

15 has a few words to say.

16             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Just, I think

17 everybody has taken to the new location very well.

18 We are still working on just a couple of things, one

19 being the heat.  It is a little cool in a few areas

20 so we're still working on that.  But I think,

21 overall, we've done very well.

22             I'd like to echo Bill's comments about

23 Suzanne.  She did do a wonderful job for us and

24 continues, continues to do a wonderful job for us as
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1 we still work out some of the bugs that we've got

2 here.

3             But I think there's still some work to be

4 done out in the warehouse and in some of the training

5 areas and the flex spaces that will be wonderful

6 additions for our office to be able to bring training

7 here in-house to the Board of Elections.

8             As you know, we always have to rent a

9 number of facilities throughout the county for the

10 poll worker training that we have to do every

11 election.  We will be able to bring almost all of

12 that in-house here at the Board of Elections which

13 will help us tremendously and help provides space for

14 early voting activities in the future, too, which

15 will help us having that on site at the Board office

16 administratively.  I think, so far, we're doing

17 really well.  We're doing really well.

18             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  What about, we talked

19 about a couple of open houses for constituencies, I

20 think you guys said was part of the plan once we got

21 our act together here.

22             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yeah.  Once we get

23 everything organized and get just a few of these

24 still minor ongoing things going, we will get
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1 something scheduled like that, Mr. Chairman, yes.

2             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  And what about the

3 parking, where are the employees parking, if anywhere

4 designated, and then the second part of that question

5 is when we get close to the election and have some

6 voting going on, we all remember sort of the zoo-like

7 activities out front.  I'm kind of concerned about

8 safety and organization since the lines are pretty

9 much, I don't know if they're the same or different,

10 but there's still a lot of open space and it's not

11 sort of clearly designated to my mindset.

12             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  The employees are

13 parking out front in the west side of the parking lot

14 or the east side of the parking lot.  We have

15 communicated to all the employees to be good

16 neighbors to the businesses that are adjacent to us,

17 to leave the first couple of rows vacant when they do

18 park out there, obviously for customers of the

19 businesses.  And I think the employees are doing a

20 great job of that.

21             We do have dedicated spots for the Board

22 of Elections that will all be along the west edge of

23 the facility and along the back that those are, they

24 are 100 spots that will be over there that will be
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1 dedicated solely to the Board of Elections.  We will

2 probably --

3             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  For staff?

4             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  That's correct.

5 Once the parking lot gets, I don't want to say

6 resurfaced because I've been told it's not going to

7 be resurfaced, but when the parking lot gets redone

8 and re-striped, they will stripe off a number of

9 spots over there.  But we are able to park out front

10 during normal business hours; those are open spaces

11 to anyone who wants to use them.  But the ones that

12 will be along the west end of the facility and in the

13 back are dedicated solely to the Board of Elections.

14             So when we get to early voting periods

15 that might have heavier traffic, we will, at that

16 time, then probably encourage Board staff to park

17 along those areas to give voters the most access,

18 easy access to the voting space as they possible can.

19             But we have had, in the aftermath of

20 2012, we continue to have conversations with the

21 Sheriff's office about ways to better manage parking

22 during heavy vote, early vote periods for the future.

23             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  When does the

24 warehouse move?
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1             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  After the

2 election.

3             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  After, yes.

4             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We will move the

5 equipment out from the warehouse as we normally would

6 and then it will be returned, after the election,

7 once we go and pick it all back up, back here to 1700

8 Morse Road.  So that way we only have to move the

9 equipment once instead of moving it twice.

10             Election night activities for the

11 election tomorrow in the Licking Heights School

12 District and for the November election will take

13 place out at our current facility on Alum Creek, but

14 then everything else after that will take place here

15 at Morse Road.

16             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Good.

17             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  That's all I got.

18             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Anything else on our

19 new location?

20             The next item on the agenda, speaking of

21 the new location, we need furniture.  As you can see,

22 we don't have a boardroom -- I mean, board furniture.

23 I thought that all the furniture at Memorial Hall was

24 ours; come to find out it wasn't, it belonged to
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1 Memorial Hall.  So we are in the process -- so we

2 have to buy Board furniture, furniture for our

3 boardroom and furniture for our training rooms.  And

4 so, we need to get a purchase order to buy furniture

5 and it's come up to, like, $105,923.32.

6             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We do want to let

7 the Board members know a lot of this is for -- most

8 of it is for the training spaces and the flex spaces

9 that will be used for bringing our precinct election

10 official training in-house.  We spend approximately

11 $13,000 per election, so $25,000, $26,000 per year on

12 renting other locations to house training that we now

13 will be able to bring into this facility and do here.

14 So, while that is a large sum of money, it will pay

15 for itself just over a few years of being able to do

16 the training in-house here.

17             It's very flexible furniture that can be

18 moved in various ways.  We think it will serve our

19 purposes very, very well.  The quote that we do have

20 on this, the company was provided to us by Public

21 Facilities Management, it is under state term as

22 negotiated by the county and the state.

23             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  As I look at the

24 quote from The Bradley Company, it appears as though
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1 of the $106,000, about $5,000 of that is for

2 furnishing the Board meeting room, and a hundred

3 thousand for the training area?

4             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  That's about

5 right.  Yes, sir.

6             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  May I see that as

7 well?

8             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We gave you guys the

9 regular chairs that don't move back, just regular

10 kitchen table chairs.

11             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Nothing fancy.

12 Well, you keep leaning back too far and sometimes you

13 go back too far.

14             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  The one on the

15 back of that, Mr. Chairman, was another quote.  We

16 were given two quotes.  One was for 105,000, one was

17 for 129, I want to say.  We went with the $105,000

18 quote.  We felt it better fit our needs rather than

19 the more expensive furniture.

20             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Any other questions

21 about that?

22             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Who's this Suzannah

23 Brown?

24             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  That's her.
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1             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Must be her.

2             (Laughter.)

3             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  I was going to

4 tease you about that.  I just saw that the other day.

5             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Mr. Chairman, I

6 move that the Board authorize the fiscal officer to

7 open a purchase order in the amount of $105,923.32 to

8 The Bradley Company for the purchase of furniture for

9 training and board rooms at the 1700 Morse Road

10 location.

11             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Second.

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

13             (All ayes heard.)

14             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  The motion carries,

15 Mr. Chairman.

16             And some personnel issues or changes.

17 One of the first things we would like to do is we

18 find now that we've moved into this new facility that

19 there's a need to consolidate some things, some

20 things that we did a little differently over at

21 Memorial Hall.  One of those is that we need a mail

22 room coordinator.  This place is pretty big, we've

23 got a nice-sized mail room, but we just need somebody

24 to coordinate all our mail going in and out and all
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1 the stuff that we do here.

2             And we decided to fill that position

3 in-house, made little changes in job duties.

4 Mr. Scarborough, he's here now.  He's been a great

5 worker.  We brought him on, what, last year, two

6 years ago?

7             MR. SCARBROUGH:  February of '13.

8             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Oh, okay.  He's done a

9 great job.  He's been kind of our mail room person

10 anyway.  He's been doing a lot of that.  So we just

11 are going to make it happen for this meeting so we

12 can have a little more coordinated effort to getting

13 our mail together.

14             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  When we first

15 discussed the idea of such a position like this, the

16 name that Bill and I both, at the same time, threw

17 out was Will's, because Will has done a very good job

18 for us at his time here.  He will be a great fit for

19 what we need done.

20             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  That's great.  I

21 move that the Board appoint Will Scarbrough to the

22 position of Mail Room Coordinator and increase his

23 rate of pay to $16.40 per hour, effective August 11,

24 2014.
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1             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Second.

2             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We have to do a roll

3 call vote.

4             Kimberly Marinello.

5             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Yes.

6             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Gregory Haas.

7             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Abstain.

8             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Greg Haas abstains.

9             Douglas Preisse.

10             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Yes.

11             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Bradley Sinnott.

12             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Yes.

13             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  The motion carries.

14             The next item on the agenda, again,

15 since -- and we've been thinking about doing this for

16 some time.  The front area, it's a pretty big front

17 area and before we had a front area where folks could

18 come in and you could see people when they come in

19 and folks could kind of help.

20             This front area will be one person pretty

21 much in charge of all of that, everybody that comes

22 in, and that will be Deborah Roberts.  We certainly

23 have security up front for a reason, but she's going

24 to be the main contact there every day, you know,
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1 bright and early, 8:00, every morning, and she's done

2 a great job for us.  And so, I want to give her an

3 increase as well.  So that's the next item.

4             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I move that the Board

5 increase the rate of pay for Deborah Roberts in the

6 Voter Services Department to $17.20 per hour,

7 effective August 11, 2014.

8             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

9             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Second.

10             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor,

11 say aye.

12             (All ayes heard.)

13             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

14             The next item on the agenda, we had an

15 employee, Howard Heard, that resigned to run for

16 public office, he didn't win, and it's not that we

17 felt sorry for him, but he served us pretty well in

18 the position in the Absentee Department, and we would

19 like to bring him back to resume the position he left

20 for his ill-fated -- I shouldn't say that -- strike

21 that from the record.

22             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I do think that given

23 the loss of a very experienced person in the absentee

24 program, it's important to get institutional
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1 knowledge back there and, you know, so I think Howard

2 will help us avoid potential problems.

3             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Well said.  Strike

4 what I said; put what he said.

5             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  I move that the

6 Board hire Howard Heard as an employee at the Board

7 of Elections in the Absentee Department beginning

8 August 11, 2014, at a compensation rate of $21.49 per

9 hour.

10             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

11             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Second.

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

13             (All ayes heard.)

14             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

15             The next hire.  Dana.

16             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  As you know, a

17 couple months ago we promoted Alicia Healey to the

18 position of supervisor in the Voter Services

19 Department, that was a position that we had open for

20 a little while and that left a vacancy in Alicia's

21 former position in the Voter Services Department, and

22 we would like to hire on a young gentleman, who I

23 believe is here today, back there, Steve Loos.

24             Steve is a good, young fellow.  We think
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1 he'd do a great job.  We'd like to bring him into

2 Alicia's old spot as one of our clerks in the Voter

3 Registration Department.

4             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  I move that the

5 Board hire Steve Loos as an employee of the Board of

6 Elections in the Voter Services Department, beginning

7 August 12th, 2014, at a compensation rate of $14.67

8 per hour.

9             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Second.

10             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

11             (All ayes heard.)

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

13             Welcome on board, Steve.

14             MR. LOOS:  Thank you, sir.  I look

15 forward to the opportunity to serve with you folks.

16             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Well, great.

17             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Thank you.

18             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  It's a lot of fun.  I

19 hope you like late hours.

20             (Laughter.)

21             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  I've warned him

22 appropriately.

23             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  And long hours.

24             Next, for the November 4th General
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1 Election we have to do a machine allocation, and that

2 you see in Exhibit A on your list of handouts.

3             Dana, do you want to say anything?

4             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  This is an odd

5 situation in we are required to do a machine

6 allocation at least 90 days out from the General

7 Election which is before you today.  I will say that

8 this allocation, we will bring back to you at a

9 future meeting in the near future, because we do not

10 yet have the ballot all set for November, and we may

11 need to make some minor adjustments to it between now

12 and the November election, which we are permitted to

13 do.

14             We haven't actually even gotten

15 instruction, the directive yet from the Secretary of

16 State's office, directing us on this issue, but we

17 are required to do it 90 days out.  So I present to

18 you all of the allocation as it stands today with a

19 caveat that we will amend it here in the coming weeks

20 for final approval as we move into the November

21 election.

22             This will be -- I will say this will be

23 very close to where we will be in the end.  You won't

24 see, you know, LID 1007 go from five machines to 34
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1 or anything like that or the other way too, but there

2 might be some movement, one or two machines here or

3 there, depending on voter registration activity,

4 things of that sort.

5             This allocation that's before you right

6 now for the registered voters, in the past we've been

7 required to have one machine for every 175 registered

8 voters.  The allocation that is in front of you today

9 is one machine for every 151 voters.  So we are well

10 below the requirement that is traditionally given to

11 us that we believe will be given to us again this

12 year.

13             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  So this is a firm,

14 but still flexible plan.

15             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  That's correct.

16             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Mr. Chairman, I

17 move the Board adopt the Voting Machine Allocation

18 Formula in Exhibit A compiled by the Board staff for

19 the November 4th, 2014, General Election.

20             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

21             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Yes.

22             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

23             (All ayes heard.)

24             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  The motion carries,
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1 Mr. Chairman.

2             The next item on the agenda will be paper

3 ballot allocation for the November 4th, 2014, General

4 Election.

5             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Before you is the

6 paper ballot allocation as it exists today.  This is

7 somewhat the same as the machine allocation in that

8 the ballot is not completely set as of yet, due to

9 the filing deadlines, but, again, we are required to

10 do one 90 days out.

11             This lists out every potential ballot

12 style that we could have in the county.  The change

13 that would most likely take place with this

14 allocation would be if there is a certain ballot

15 style that is reflected in this exhibit that does not

16 need to take place due to there not being a filing of

17 a municipal issue or something like that in one of

18 the many different precinct splits that we have, et

19 cetera.

20             So we will be bringing another one of

21 these to you in the next few weeks as the ballot gets

22 solidified in the coming weeks, but this is where we

23 stand as of today.

24             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  All right.  I move
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1 that the Board adopt the Paper Ballot Allocation

2 Formula in Exhibit B compiled by the Board staff for

3 the November 4, 2014, General Election.

4             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

5             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Second.

6             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

7             (All ayes heard.)

8             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  The motion carries,

9 Mr. Chairman.

10             The next item on the agenda, we've had

11 several precinct boundary changes, and you see that

12 in Exhibit C.  And we have here -- where is he at?

13             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Matt.

14             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yeah.  Mr. -- I had a

15 mental block.

16             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Rushay.

17             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  What's your first

18 name?

19             MR. RUSHAY:  Matt.

20             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Matt.

21             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Matt Rushay.  Gee, why

22 can't I --

23             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  I don't know

24 why.
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1             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Don't put that down

2 either.

3             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  It's all right.

4             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Mr. Matt Rushay, would

5 you like to speak on this?

6             MR. RUSHAY:  If there were any questions.

7 They were pretty basic splits of two precincts that

8 were approaching the limit of registered voters that

9 we're allowed to have for a precinct.  So we just

10 split them both.  Each of the new precincts will vote

11 in the same location as the old; combined location.

12             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  They will be in the

13 same location.  Okay.

14             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  It doesn't change

15 any ward boundaries.  It just splits two precincts

16 that got too big and went over the 1,400 registered

17 threshold.

18             MS. SHAFFER:  Will you be informing the

19 voters so we don't have the right church, wrong pew?

20             MR. RUSHAY:  We will be doing a mailing,

21 I'm not sure exactly when, but I'll be keying the

22 changes this week, so the mailing would be sometime

23 in the very near future.

24             MS. SHAFFER:  Will there be signage at
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1 the precincts?

2             MR. RUSHAY:  I don't know about that.

3             MS. SHAFFER:  Will that be done?

4             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Ma'am, as we do every

5 election, when we have any changes at any precincts,

6 we notify every voter, we put signage or sometimes a

7 person at every voting location just in case we get a

8 voter that arrives at the wrong precinct.  This is

9 something we do as a matter -- as a matter of our

10 general work.  I mean we always do that; there's

11 never a time when we do not.  So we will not do this

12 any differently than we've done in the past.  So the

13 answer is absolutely yes.

14             MS. SHAFFER:  Which Dublin precinct?

15             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  It's Dublin 2I,

16 it will now move to Dublin 2I and 2J.  Both precincts

17 that were formerly Dublin 2I remain at the same

18 voting location.

19             MS. SHAFFER:  Which is where?

20             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  I do not know off

21 the top of my head.

22             MR. RUSHAY:  I don't remember.

23             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  It's the same one

24 they've had, right?
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1             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yes.

2             MR. RUSHAY:  Yes.  Same place they voted

3 before, yes.

4             MS. SHAFFER:  Chapman Elementary?

5             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Well, why don't you

6 ask them after the meeting.  It's not a secret, but

7 we don't know off the top our heads.

8             MS. SHAFFER:  I was not implying that it

9 was.

10             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Mr. Chairman, I

11 move the Board approve the precinct boundary changes

12 in the City of Columbus and the City of Dublin

13 recommended by the staff in Exhibit C and that these

14 new precinct boundaries are to take effect on

15 August 6th, 2014.

16             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Second.

17             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor,

18 say aye.

19             (All ayes heard.)

20             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  The next item on the

21 agenda would be to certify candidates for the Court

22 of Common Pleas, Domestic Division, unexpired term

23 ending 1/1/2019.  I guess we had a Rita McNeil

24 Danish.
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1             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  There are three

2 parties --

3             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Yes.

4             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  -- that have

5 submitted a certification of a candidate to the

6 ballot, right?

7             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  That's correct.

8 The Republican Party, the Democratic Party, and the

9 Green Party all submitted selected candidates for

10 that seat.

11             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Okay.  It looks as

12 though the certifications are proper.

13             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Yes.

14             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Fair enough.  I

15 move that Rita McNeil Danish be certified to the

16 November 4, 2014, General Election ballot, as a

17 candidate for Court of Common Pleas, Domestic

18 Division, with an unexpired term ending January 1,

19 2019.

20             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

21             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Second.

22             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor,

23 say aye.

24             (All ayes heard.)
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1             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I move that the

2 Board -- I move that James W. Brown be certified to

3 the November 4th, 2014, General Election ballot, as a

4 candidate for the Court of Common Pleas, Domestic

5 Division, with an unexpired term ending January 1,

6 2019.

7             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

8             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Second.

9             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

10             (All ayes heard.)

11             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

12             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  I move that Eddie

13 Lewis Pfau be certified to the November 4, 2014,

14 General Election ballot, as a candidate for the Court

15 of Common Pleas, with an unexpired term ending

16 January 1, 2019.

17             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Is there a second?

18             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Second.

19             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

20             (All ayes heard.)

21             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

22             The next item on the agenda, awhile back

23 at the last Board meeting you guys had asked Dana and

24 I to kind of go and look at a better way to track
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1 employees' time, their work time, their comings and

2 goings, and we also took a look at possibly some flex

3 time and we just wanted to open that up.

4             And, Dana, were you going to share that?

5             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Oh, I certainly

6 can.  If I can give to each of you, we've looked into

7 a number of options with regard to this.  Per our

8 last discussion, we did look into the possibility of

9 time clocks.  There are a number of options that are

10 out there as it relates to time clocks if the Board

11 wanted to go that direction.

12             But one of the concerns that I think Bill

13 and I both share a little bit is we do have, as we've

14 talked about over the last few weeks or so, we do

15 have a number of employees here at the office that do

16 a number of things outside of the office, and we do

17 have folks that do go back and forth still at this

18 point between our main office here and our auxiliary

19 warehouse.  That will change when the warehouse moves

20 up here after the election, but at this point it's

21 still up there.

22             But we also do have folks who, daily, go

23 pick up mail, most days go pick up mail.  We have

24 folks that make trips down to the courthouse on a
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1 regular basis to take down payroll, pay-ins for money

2 we get in, payables to the Auditor's office, things

3 of that sort.

4             So one concern we did have possibly with

5 going with, you know, the traditional time clock is

6 how do we track those items that employees do outside

7 of the office that are legitimate Board of Election

8 duties, and have them, you know, clock out or, you

9 know, because they shouldn't clock out because they

10 are somewhere, but they're also not in this location.

11             One idea that we've come up with is

12 perhaps an expanded-type sign-in sheet which is what

13 I've passed out to each of you today.  That will be

14 posted at the front desk.  That not only provides for

15 employees to provide an in-and-out scenario, but then

16 also comments as to where they might be.  For

17 example, if somebody came in at 10:00 in the morning,

18 had to go down to make a pay-in at the courthouse,

19 for example, could note that on here.

20             What I suggested in this was a couple of

21 things.  Make this mandatory for all employees.  This

22 not only allows for tracking of the employee times,

23 but also allows Debbie Roberts, up at our front desk,

24 a means to know if employees are in the building or
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1 out on an office errand, because she, a lot of times,

2 gets phone calls for folks, is trying to track them

3 down.

4             If we have something like this up there,

5 she could easily refer to it and know Employee A

6 isn't here right now, I can't track her down because

7 she is down at the courthouse for a meeting or

8 something similar to that.  That was another sort of

9 worry about a time clock that we wouldn't be able to

10 know that.

11             The suggestion here was at the beginning

12 of each week, Debbie, up at the front desk, would

13 scan copies of a such a sign-in sheet.  It is a draft

14 at this point.  And then, for the previous week,

15 e-mail it to the managers and the Director and Deputy

16 Director to compare that to the time sheets put in by

17 each of the employees, to match that.

18             If there is a discrepancy on it, then the

19 manager or Bill or myself, in the case of those who

20 are direct reports to us, to require the employee to

21 offer an explanation of the time differential.

22             We also have, Bill and I have also

23 discussed, we do have swipe card access at the front.

24 We could also implement getting that information, if
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1 that is available from public facilities management,

2 every week or every two weeks, to use as another

3 means by which to match against what the employees

4 have reported.

5             I put in here -- this was a model that

6 Montgomery County, I did check with the Montgomery

7 County Board of Elections, this is a very similar

8 model they use.  They give two grace periods every

9 month of up to 15 minutes without having to use any

10 leave time.  Anything over that, the employee does

11 have to use some type of leave to accommodate for

12 that.

13             Another idea was we do, at times, have

14 employees that we have allowed to spend some time,

15 especially in our IT department, some work overtime

16 hours from home.  What I have suggested in this is

17 that the employee, as they currently do, get prior

18 approval for such a situation.  Also to give not only

19 what project is being worked on, but an approximate

20 time of work that would be necessary for such work if

21 it were done in the evenings or over the weekend, and

22 then also to send an e-mail to the Director and

23 myself, not only notifying us of when they begin work

24 on it, but then also when they conclude work on it.
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1             This was just an idea to get the

2 suggestion, to get the discussion rolling.

3             Bill, did you have any anything else you

4 wanted to add to that?

5             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  No, not -- not to

6 this.  I think this is a good solution and, you know,

7 if it's implemented, we'll adjust as necessary.

8             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  So the point about

9 "explore the possible use of employee swipe cards to

10 match against sign-in sheets and employee payroll

11 records," this would be dependent upon the

12 availability of the data from public facilities.  I

13 mean, what's the -- what do we now have embedded into

14 the current configuration here as it relates to

15 swiping in and out?

16             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  To get into the

17 front door out here, back into the main offices --

18 it's open right now just because we still have so

19 many folks working here, so many construction folks

20 working here, we've left that door open for the

21 meantime and just ask security to make sure that

22 unauthorized folks aren't getting through there.

23             But, at some point, that main set of

24 doors will be access only --
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1             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Inside the building.

2             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Yes, sir.  The

3 employees will have to scan to get back into this

4 main part of the office.  I don't know why we'd have

5 to verify it with Public Facilities Management.  Bill

6 and I have talked about it, that's got to create some

7 kind of hit on a system that we are going to inquire

8 about if we could get that information and if it is

9 an accurate time reflection also that we couldn't

10 perhaps match up against time that was put on the

11 time sheet by an employee.

12             The one area we would have to think a

13 little bit about is the Operations Department up

14 front, because it is our most public body, public

15 department, you don't have to scan to go into that

16 department for filings, petitions, campaign finance

17 issues, things of that sort, that's where most of our

18 customer flow is from the public.  So there's not an

19 access that goes in there.  So we would have to think

20 about how to handle the employees in that department

21 if we were to count on, in any way, the swipe-in

22 access.

23             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Is that to the left as

24 you walk in?
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1             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  That's correct,

2 and we will get some signage up there, too.

3             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Okay.  So built into

4 the new configuration is this entrance to the main

5 body by swiping, with all the employees except five,

6 is that correct, in petitions, filings and

7 operations?

8             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  It would be six

9 with the inclusion of Jeff Mackey, our manager there.

10 Six employees there.

11             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Oh, right.  Okay.

12             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Now, tell me again,

13 because we just, again, we just had this issue where

14 we, you know, had an employee who, as part of their

15 job, did do a lot of stuff outside the office, but we

16 had no means of tracking any of that.  How are we

17 going to do that now?  I mean how are people who

18 are, you know, headed to a meeting or being pulled

19 into something else going to get on the sign-in

20 sheet?

21             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We would make it

22 required of them to make some notation in the

23 comments section here.

24             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  After they come back?
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1             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Yes.  So that

2 way, too, we can see that, you know, for example, the

3 employee comes in at 8:00, does a couple hours of

4 work, has to go down to the courthouse to make a

5 pay-in, let's say for example.  If we see the

6 employee signed out at 10:00 a.m., you know, and

7 didn't get back until 3:00, you know, for something

8 that should conceivably take an hour, an hour and 15

9 minutes, maybe at most with travel time and things of

10 that sort, you know, it would be up to the manager to

11 question the employee of why --

12             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Right.

13             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  -- you know, just

14 in that example, a trip down to the post office took

15 five hours, you know, make an explanation to the

16 manager of why that took place.

17             And if there was a discrepancy, say, for

18 example, the manager sees the employee not coming

19 until 10:00 and leaving at 3:00, but puts down eight

20 hours, for there to be some explanation to the

21 manager of such a discrepancy.  It should be noted on

22 the time sheet on the sign-in sheet, but, if it

23 wasn't, then requiring the employee to provide some

24 sort of explanation.
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1             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Isn't this sort of a

2 redundant sign-in and sign-out system, if, as you

3 say, the swipe cards might create a record of coming

4 and going, isn't sign-in -- we have this now, but

5 it's not mandatory or very tightly controlled, you're

6 suggesting they would, you know, this would be newly

7 mandatory, but isn't it unnecessarily redundant if

8 you got a time card system?

9             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Well, it would allow

10 for the comments and for the exceptions.

11             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  And the only

12 other thing -- in some ways, yes, it is; it is

13 somewhat redundant.  In my mind it was a good

14 redundancy in that if you get into a situation, it

15 would not allow for a situation, for example, if

16 there was question about an employee who says well, I

17 usually follow so and so in and they use their swipe

18 card and I just follow them in --

19             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Right.

20             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  -- that we'd have

21 a backup of some sort, in most cases, to that.  You

22 know, I guess we could say always swipe in and out,

23 but that could, at times, get, for lack of a better

24 word, weird if five employees all standing, waiting
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1 there for the door to close to, you know, swipe their

2 card, and, you know, waiting for, you know what I

3 mean, to do that.

4             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  We also have people

5 standing in line to sign in.

6             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Yes.

7             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  You don't have to

8 swipe out, do you?

9             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  No.

10             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  No.

11             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  So conventionally,

12 and a lot of us now have to swipe in to get into our

13 places of business, but that's usually a matter of

14 only entering.  You don't have to swipe yourself out

15 and I think that's true here too.

16             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Correct.  That is

17 correct.

18             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Then it's not creating

19 any record.

20             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  It's not creating

21 an in-and-out record.

22             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  It's creating an

23 in record.

24             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  It's simply a security
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1 measure with an additional --

2             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Check.

3             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  -- line, yeah.

4             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  I mean this isn't

5 complicated.  There seems to be four things we really

6 want to do.  We want to keep track of when employees

7 are on the grounds; when they're off the grounds and

8 working for the Board, we want to have a

9 contemporaneous record of why that's true; we want to

10 have the supervisor, on a weekly basis, affirm that

11 the time record is accurate; and then we want to have

12 some way of accounting for somebody's work for the

13 Board if he or she has been given permission to work

14 away from the office for an extended period of time,

15 such as the IT people who can work from home.

16             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Right.

17             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I want to raise the

18 whole working-from-home thing.  We've got a couple of

19 people I know who do.  And, to me, I mean I'm very

20 much in favor of the employees having flexible hours

21 in terms of when they're working and when they're

22 not, and letting manager's decide their flow, and if

23 they need people four days at ten hours versus five

24 days at eight or whatever, allowing the managers to
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1 make those kind of decisions in terms of flex time.

2             But the individuals working from home, I

3 mean we're people, we're in a business, and people

4 need to be accountable.  And, you know, my experience

5 is that people just tend not to be as accessible if

6 they're at home, you know, when things come up or

7 whatever.

8             And I just, you know, I really think we

9 need to look carefully at the working-from-home

10 thing.  I think it creates problems in the office for

11 people, frankly, that have to be here every day.

12 And, you know, it's just something that, you know,

13 maybe I'm too old school, but it just seems to me

14 that it's a potential problem.  And we just got

15 through an appearance issue.  And that one seems to

16 me like it's almost always going to be open to some

17 kind of appearance issue.

18             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Why do the IT

19 people need to work offsite?

20             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  There are times,

21 over the weekends, for example, there are some

22 projects that we need done over the weekends, for

23 example, right before election time, of running the

24 poll books and things like that.  We could require
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1 those employees to come into the office.

2             In the past it has sort of been the

3 thought that there's really nothing they can do here

4 that they cannot do remotely.  So if it saves some of

5 the employees, you know, the hour round-trip travel

6 time, let them do it from home and accomplish the

7 same task.  If it is the wishes of this Board to end

8 that practice, I'm okay with it.

9             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I don't think that's

10 what Greg's concern was.  I think you're talking

11 about the --

12             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  The workweek.

13             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  -- office hours here.

14             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Uh-huh.

15             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  When I drafted

16 this up, my suggestion on this was of anybody that

17 would need to do evening- or weekend-type situations,

18 not in lieu of normal, eight to five, day-to-day

19 activity.  And I might not have made that clear in

20 here, and I apologize for that if that wasn't clear.

21             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Your thought is

22 the working-at-home option would only be routinely

23 approved for after-hours assignments.

24             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Correct.  That
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1 was my thought.  It was simply my thought.

2             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I mean it's just an

3 instinctive flag, I got to say, again, that I just, I

4 feel that in addition to the employees' thing, I

5 think if anything ever goes wrong and somebody has

6 done work at home, that we're going to have a lot of

7 explaining to do to people that we can't do.  And,

8 you know, it seems like we get into the potential for

9 just checks-and-balances issues.  You know, I may be

10 overly paranoid about it, but it seems to me

11 like . . .

12             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  I agree.

13             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We hear you, loud and

14 clear, sir.

15             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Well, maybe what

16 we do is we make working from home or a remote

17 location available upon approval of both the Director

18 and Deputy Director, so that the bipartisan executive

19 staff is approving every time that's happening.

20             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  And to your point,

21 too, I think that probably, guys, built into this

22 second-to-last paragraph, and I would agree, perhaps,

23 the Director and Deputy Director approve a

24 work-from-home situation if it's extraordinary, seems
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1 to me if it's weekends --

2             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  If it's

3 extraordinary, yeah.

4             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  But then built into

5 that there better be a little bit of -- there needs

6 to be better documentation of why it's necessary and

7 approved.  So and so breaks her leg, but can still do

8 work from home; so and so has some kind of

9 extracurricular project.

10             Given recent travails, as Greg mentioned,

11 I mean I think this institution and our senior

12 managers, you probably want to build some other

13 thoughts into that, which, you know, you didn't put

14 here because you didn't need to, but I think --

15             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Yeah, this is not

16 bad.

17             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  -- what are the

18 thresholds that would --

19             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Yeah, in terms of

20 this issue, in terms of the form, I think this all

21 makes sense and looks like a practical solution.  I

22 think the working-from-home thing, I'd like you guys

23 to talk more about it, focus more on it, and I'd kind

24 of like to think about it, because, you know, the
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1 flags or concerns I have are not based on any

2 particular insights of specific problems, but it's

3 also, you know, our accountability comes a lot more

4 from in this office than it does from home, and any

5 question about anything happening with anything and

6 it happened at somebody's home, you know, it just

7 seems to me like -- so, I guess, separate from this,

8 if you guys could talk more about that policy and

9 being as thorough.

10             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I would second that

11 thought.

12             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We will do that.

13             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We will do that.

14             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We will do that.

15             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Here are several

16 of my thoughts.  I think we do need to have a

17 mandatory way of tracking all employees coming and

18 going to the office.  We need to know when they're

19 here on the premises and when they're not.  If we do

20 it through a sign-in sheet, that's fine, that's going

21 to place enhanced responsibility on the manager who's

22 approving the weekly time sheet because of the

23 obvious opportunity to falsify the time that you come

24 and the time that you go.
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1             A good thing about a mechanical system,

2 be it a clock or a swipe system or what have you, is

3 you don't have the opportunity for fabrication of the

4 in and out.  Still, in and out can work just fine as

5 long as the supervisor is really on the ball.

6             We need a whole lot more space on our

7 form for explanation as to why you're leaving the

8 Board's premises.  If there's only this much room,

9 it's going to invite some real terse little,

10 abbreviation observation which isn't going to tell us

11 much.

12             For example, you know, "mail run" is

13 probably not going to cut it.  "Going to the

14 courthouse," is not going to be helpful.  We need to

15 invite and insist upon a more detailed explanation as

16 to why or how it is you're working for the Board

17 while away from the building.

18             We are going to need to define our

19 attendance policy in our handbook.  Our handbook says

20 next to nothing right now about our attendance

21 policies.

22             And the strength of the sign-in sheet is

23 going to be, in large part, the degree to which the

24 individual manager approving the weekly time sheet is
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1 putting himself or herself on the line, too, by

2 saying yes, I know that this is an accurate

3 accounting of my employee's work for the week.  There

4 needs to be a sanction associated with a problem

5 there.  If inaccurate time sheets are being submitted

6 and approved, that's going to be a problem for two

7 Board employees in the future.

8             Then I think Greg makes excellent

9 observations about the need for a very careful

10 written record as to when somebody's being sanctioned

11 to do work for the Board away from the Board's office

12 on an extended basis, that's especially true if we're

13 giving somebody's coming to work for an extended

14 period while the person does the county's work from

15 some remote location including home.

16             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Another -- I'm

17 sorry.  Another idea that did come up from a

18 discussion I had with Carolyn in our IT department,

19 she did say she felt that she and Dennis could come

20 up with an electronic format of this.

21             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Well, that was my --

22             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Instead of

23 putting this up front, we put a computer up front

24 that the person actually, you know, they write the
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1 program that says, you know, clocking in or whatever,

2 and it automatically defaults to the time that's on

3 the computer, for example.

4             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  It would be a

5 lot easier.

6             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Because this point

7 about scanning and then getting it to the -- I mean

8 in 2014, wouldn't there be an as-reliable electronic

9 method which is no more, what's the word I'm looking

10 for, corruptible, but that is faster and efficient

11 and a better way to communicate between managers and

12 employees?

13             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  And I think that

14 was the thought of --

15             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  You said something, a

16 few minutes ago, about this kind of thing being less

17 able to be manipulated.  You know, somebody uses

18 somebody else's swipe card, or somebody in Congress

19 pushes somebody else's button to vote, those kind of

20 crazy things that haven't happened, so I don't know

21 if that kind of security can be built in, how you do

22 that.  But this strikes me as rather 20th century

23 technology.

24             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  It certainly is
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1 that.  It wouldn't be difficult to have a couple

2 sign-in/sign-out stations, terminals by the front

3 desk.

4             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Then you could have

5 two, which would double it.

6             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  One idea that was

7 a thought that went into that, too, is that somehow,

8 and those of you who know me best know I'm not a

9 technical person, so I don't know how all this works,

10 that it could be on some kind of system that Debbie

11 at the front desk could have that instead of it's a

12 piece of paper that she has to grab and pull over and

13 say, "okay, he's not here right now," it could

14 actually be on her system, potentially, to look at in

15 that way also.

16             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Integrated with the

17 receptionist's terminal --

18             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Yes.

19             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  -- so she could tell,

20 he could tell who's where.

21             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  She does refer to

22 the sign-in sheet when people do call, looking for

23 somebody and, you know, if it were right accessible

24 on her computer also, she could pull it right up
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1 there.  I throw it out as an option because it was

2 presented to me if --

3             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Sounds like a much

4 better way to track people throughout the day, so.

5             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  It would be no

6 problem at all for that system to communicate to the

7 manager --

8             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Right.

9             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  -- to the

10 supervisor when the employee is coming and going.

11             I think this is probably something that

12 applies to all Board employees, from the top on down.

13 As a matter of fact, it probably would be a good

14 subject in which to lead by example.

15             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Then you have to

16 figure out how this applies to warehouse personnel

17 who are remote at the moment, but not --

18             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Good point.

19             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  You know, if it's

20 just the placement of a computer somewhere, I mean we

21 could do that just as easily out at the warehouse as

22 we can here, I believe.  We could probably find a

23 computer to put in out there that does the same sort

24 of function.  But, again, that will take care of
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1 itself in a few months when the warehouse team does

2 move here.

3             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  It sounds like we may

4 have consensus around the Board, kind of jumping off

5 of Greg's comments about give us some more thoughts

6 and some more information, and the Board has supplied

7 you with more to think about and you've reacted with

8 some other thoughts.  So should we ask them to get

9 back to us before the next Board meeting.

10             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  But I think along the

11 track they're going, if they can't act before that, I

12 don't think they need to wait on this either, to get

13 some kind of system in place, you know, along these

14 lines at least to start with and then we can discuss

15 more later.

16             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Well, that could be a

17 version of this with some of Brad's suggestions --

18             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Right.

19             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  -- and we see how it

20 works, and however this works will inform even an

21 electronic system, how it may work better.

22             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Right.

23             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  I can certainly

24 talk to the IT staff about how long it would take to
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1 develop such a program to do online.  I have no

2 concept of how long that will take, but I will, if

3 it's the wishes of the Board, I will certainly

4 inquire of the IT staff of what sort of time frame

5 that might take to do such an electronic system.

6 But, in the interim, we could implement this to get

7 this going.

8             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I like Greg's

9 suggestion, studying even further the amplification

10 of it.

11             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Thanks for the

12 work the two of you have done on this.

13             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Yeah.

14             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  And we're still

15 looking at it, and we will take all the comments that

16 you guys brought forth, and Dana and I will sit down

17 next week and try to make some decisions.

18             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Mr. Chair, I know we

19 have some folks who wanted to raise some questions.

20 I think we've got a couple more things here, but

21 would now be a good time to do that?

22             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yes, sir.  Whenever

23 you guys want to.

24             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  That's fine.  What
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1 time is it?

2             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  4:25.

3             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We got a clock right

4 there.  Is there a clock on the wall.

5             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  No.  Uh-uh.

6             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Oh.

7             (Laughter.)

8             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  You might be able to

9 see one, Bill.

10             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Another note, get

11 a clock for the wall.

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  I thought they had a

13 clock on the wall.  Somebody stole our clock already.

14             We do have a person in the audience that

15 would like to address the Board today, Mr. Chairman.

16             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Great.

17             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Paddy, did you want to

18 the approach the Board?

19             MS. SHAFFER:  I don't know if you have

20 decided anything else with -- on investigating what

21 happened with True the Vote.  I've poured through a

22 lot of records.  I still have records that I

23 requested that I have not received.  I've learned a

24 little more.  I've had a few people give me phone
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1 calls and tell me other things I didn't know

2 previously.

3             My feeling that the need for the

4 investigation is only stronger than the last time I

5 was here.  You would need to do a proper

6 investigation.  The information I have would be

7 considered more hearsay, but it's even more

8 troubling.

9             I had mentioned to you that I learned

10 that there was a meeting held with poll workers that

11 appeared to -- they had been invited, that it was

12 poll worker training, but it was a True the Vote

13 meeting.  I've learned that there was a Board member,

14 at least one there, okay?

15             And so, again, I do not have the ability

16 at this time to call this investigation and make you

17 guys do it, but it is my understanding that it is

18 your job, it's part of your job description, if

19 there's something going on, you need to look into it.

20 So I'm asking again when will there be an

21 investigation.  You have a statute of limitations in

22 front of you.

23             We have had a bunch of what I would

24 consider frivolous voter challenges on many people
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1 being asked that maybe should not have been asked,

2 and I would like to look, I'll ask for records on

3 voter challenges, I would like to see what the ratio

4 is of, you know, if a hundred people were asked, you

5 know, how many of those were a problem and how was it

6 resolved, so I have some questions there.

7             But my understanding is Cincinnati

8 stopped True the Vote from continuing to do frivolous

9 voter challenges.  And my understanding is here you

10 guys continue to allow it.  And what happened with

11 their observer project is absolutely amazing how it

12 unfolded.

13             I have all kind of questions; I'd love to

14 have answers.  Like, did anyone even tell Jan

15 Loar that her candidates withdrew because I'm seeing

16 the trails of e-mails between Dana and other people.

17 Dana's got all these friendly messages with Jan going

18 back and forth on how wonderful everything is and how

19 wonderful everything at early voting is.  Well, at

20 that point, Jan should not have had observers.

21             I've run two observer projects across the

22 state and I took it very seriously.  I had a big

23 responsibility in doing that.  She did not have

24 candidates for it.  She had people still at early
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1 voting.  We're having all these friendly discussions.

2 And I'm appalled, Dana, did anyone even tell her,

3 because in the trail of mail I've seen so far, I

4 haven't seen anybody tell her that her candidates

5 even dropped out.  Did that discussion happen?  Maybe

6 those letters haven't come yet.  But what I've seen

7 in the records I've gotten, it's appalling --

8             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Ms. Shaffer --

9             MS. SHAFFER:  -- anyhow.

10             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  -- I'm having a

11 difficult time following this narrative.  Have you

12 reduced, to writing, your allegations and how you --

13             MS. SHAFFER:  No, I have not reduced it

14 to that.  I've asked a few questions here.  Greg Haas

15 asked for an investigation.  I've asked for it

16 repeatedly.  You have enough stuff that has happened.

17 Dana knows what I'm talking about on those e-mails

18 because I'm talking about his.  I'm seeing between

19 Mackey and him discussing that she's got no, you

20 know, basically no candidates left, but we're going

21 to go ahead and let her do it, that the Prosecutor's

22 office suggested that that's okay, and the attorney

23 from the Secretary of State says do what the

24 Prosecutor says.
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1             No way.  If I had done that with my

2 observers, somebody would have stuck me in jail or

3 something.  That's not okay.  And so, I'm -- it

4 upsets me, which is probably obvious to all of you

5 guys, but all I would like to do is have honest

6 elections, I'd like to have people not blocked from

7 voting that should vote, I'd like to have all the

8 things about it honest which is the things that you

9 guys should all be working on.  This needs looked at

10 and it's been asked over and over.  Greg even asked

11 for it.  So just where are we at?  Is this thing

12 going to start?  Is there going to be an

13 investigation?

14             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Ms. Shaffer --

15             MS. SHAFFER:  And it is your duty.

16             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  -- are you able to

17 articulate --

18             MS. SHAFFER:  It's not my job to put it

19 in writing.

20             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Brad, wait a minute.

21 Wait a minute.

22             MS. SHAFFER:  It's not my job to put it

23 in writing.  I brought up enough things.  You guys

24 ought to be hearing this; how could you not be?
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1             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I think what --

2             MS. SHAFFER:  It was you that was at the

3 meeting is what I was told.  Is that true?  Am I

4 allowed to ask you that?

5             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I'm not sure who

6 you're pointing at when you're doing --

7             MS. SHAFFER:  To you.

8             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Okay.

9             MS. SHAFFER:  I was told Doug Preisse was

10 at the True the Vote meeting that was held with the

11 poll workers and they were invited under the, I don't

12 know what the right word would be, under the guise

13 that it was a BOE training meeting.

14             Okay.  Did this really happen, I don't

15 know, but I'd like to know.

16             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  If it did, I don't

17 recall, and I don't think I was there.  Maybe I was

18 duped into something along with a bunch of other

19 people.  I have no recollection of anything that even

20 resembles that.

21             MS. SHAFFER:  It looks so bad.

22             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Having said that,

23 we're trying to -- well, let's let Greg's comment.

24             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Yeah.  Because my
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1 name came up a couple times here.  I would like to

2 respond.  There is, you know, first of all, one of

3 the things that surprised me in the packet of

4 information that we got was clearly True the Vote had

5 tried to separate themselves from an individual.

6             MS. SHAFFER:  In his every e-mail, they

7 call them True the Vote.  So it wasn't separated

8 here, Greg.

9             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Well, I mean, I don't

10 know what your point is on that.  I mean, the bottom

11 line is the national organization had separated

12 itself and made it clear and made it clear publically

13 that they no longer -- that this person was no longer

14 affiliated.

15             MS. SHAFFER:  May I interject something?

16             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Sure.

17             MS. SHAFFER:  I was invited to one of

18 their meetings in Worthington.  They held a big

19 convention in a hotel.  Ken Blackwell spoke.  All

20 these people were there.  Jan Loar hosted it.

21             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Right.  But that was

22 in -- I'm familiar with that event.

23             MS. SHAFFER:  That was in August.

24             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I'm familiar with
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1 that event.

2             MS. SHAFFER:  And then Catherine

3 Engelbrecht, the one who wrote and said they're not

4 together, she was there.  Catherine Engelbrecht left

5 with Jan Loar's list of who signed in; Jan Loar

6 wasn't thrilled.  I know a lot about how it happened

7 because I was invited to those meetings because I had

8 people that had been told.  I know a lot about

9 elections, and I do, and they thought that I would

10 want to join them.  But what they didn't understand,

11 I want them to be honest elections.  I don't want one

12 candidate or the other to always win.  I just want

13 them to be how the people voted.

14             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Can I --

15             MS. SHAFFER:  Yes.

16             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  -- speak to my name

17 being brought up a couple times in terms of what my

18 concern is?

19             MS. SHAFFER:  Yes.

20             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  In September,

21 publically, I think it was in the media, but I was,

22 again, reminded by the documentation that the

23 national organization, True the Vote, had separated

24 themselves from Jan Loar and had identified as such.
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1             And so, you know, what took place, you

2 know, up north at that meeting that the former

3 Secretary of State attended was atrocious and it was

4 certainly -- and I think to get to the concern that

5 Paddy and I share on this is that, you know, we have

6 spent, now, two presidential elections in a row where

7 the Prosecutor's invested a great deal of time

8 pursuing individual voters and pursuing individual

9 voters for the most part, particularly in this last

10 election, who their worst offense was doing what the

11 Board of Elections told them to do.

12             And while those concerns and while those

13 activities have taken place, because there are a

14 number of people who fear that elections are unfair

15 and people are unfairly voting, and I give the

16 Prosecutor the benefit of the doubt, that's why he

17 pursued those.

18             There are also a number of people who are

19 concerned about systematic disenfranchisement and

20 about efforts by organizations to suppress

21 participation.

22             And my concern, and the concern that

23 Paddy and I share, is that a number of things that

24 took place in 2012 have basically been treated far
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1 less seriously than the first concern.  And that, you

2 know, at some point, in terms of raising this at the

3 Board, and we know, I mean I'm sure that there were

4 conversations with the Prosecutor and others about

5 what took place.

6             And, you know, in the same way that there

7 was almost a zealous pursuit, in some respects, by

8 this Board into the individual voters, we've seen

9 nothing in terms of individuals, organizations, that

10 clearly have dedicated themselves to compressing

11 voter participation.

12             So, you know, starting with the

13 organization of the True the Vote, but then

14 ultimately with Jan Loar, there were a number of

15 things that were questionable.

16             But what goes beyond question for me is

17 the fact that when you look at the forms we were

18 given at the last meeting, I mean I think a lot of

19 things that Paddy brings up may or may not be

20 concerns that we share, I mean there are things that

21 I didn't even know about that you brought up today,

22 but the one thing that is certain is that five

23 people, whose names have been taken off, show up as

24 having signed documents, and they're clearly Xeroxes
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1 of documents after the fact that they had resigned.

2             Now, in the end, I don't -- really, I

3 mean, technically I don't care if Jan Loar was told

4 or not.  She was obviously clipping out, in some way

5 those signatures and putting them --

6             MS. SHAFFER:  Greg, so you know --

7             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  -- onto the form.

8             MS. SHAFFER:  -- most of the observer

9 projects, that's how it's done.  You'll have your

10 candidates together at one time, you'll get their

11 signatures and you use them.  And that's what I was

12 told by Matt Damschroder before -- he was the who

13 explained it to me --

14             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Well --

15             MS. SHAFFER:  -- because every time you

16 have a new petition, you don't have all the

17 candidates together.  But what's so wrong about it

18 is --

19             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  But those are --

20             MS. SHAFFER:  -- to keep using them after

21 they withdrew, including, I forget the name, one of

22 the letters I just got in my records request was from

23 one of the head people from the Republican Party who

24 attached his to one of the candidates who said to
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1 make certain that you guys are aware that the

2 candidate withdrew.  I mean you're even hearing from

3 the top of the party in the county and still nobody

4 is paying any attention here.

5             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  There's no way that

6 she can say that she didn't know that they had been

7 removed, because individual candidates from both

8 parties contacted not just the Board, but her as

9 well, and it was publically reported.  And those

10 names show up on forms that were dated a month or

11 three weeks after she was informed that they did not

12 want to be associated.  I think the --

13             MS. SHAFFER:  And it seems the Board

14 should stand up for those candidates versus stand up

15 for someone whose petitions don't work.

16             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I just, you know,

17 I've never heard an explanation about those petitions

18 and those names showing up after they were withdrawn,

19 and if there's a laser concern in all this, for me,

20 it's that.  I'd like to hear why we have forms that

21 were used and treated officially by the Board that

22 clearly were falsified and clearly involved people

23 who did not want to be associated with that project.

24 And that was what I raised at the first Board meeting
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1 I was at, my very first Board meeting, so.

2             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Have we answered that

3 question, Bill?

4             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  No.  What we need from

5 the Board is you all to direct us and we will send

6 this to the Prosecutor.

7             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Oh, I thought it

8 already --

9             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  No, it has not.  We

10 have not sent this to the Prosecutor.

11             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  What is "it"?

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We have not sent, to

13 the Prosecutor, the fact that on the forms that were

14 submitted October 21st or whatever, after the five

15 candidates had withdrew their names, we received a

16 request to put a number of people at polling

17 locations throughout Franklin County, and it had what

18 appeared to be just the Xeroxed names of those five

19 folks attached to all those forms.

20             And we talked about that in 2012, but we

21 were never directed to ask the Prosecutor for an

22 opinion on that.  We did ask the Prosecutor, if, in

23 fact, after the five candidates withdrew their names,

24 if we could remove those people who we, at that time,
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1 thought were True the Vote from being here, I mean at

2 the vote center.  And we was directed that, at that

3 point, we cannot remove them from having bodies at

4 the vote center.  But, after that, we were told that

5 we did not have to approve their observer forms for

6 anything related to Election Day, and we voted to

7 exclude them from having any observers anywhere on

8 Election Day.

9             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  So the observers for

10 the True the Vote, of the former True the Vote, the

11 Jan Loar piece that were here --

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  At the Early Vote

13 Center.

14             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  At the Early Vote

15 Center, which this was in 2012, were they here based

16 on the supposedly forged or inappropriately --

17             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  No.  They were here

18 based on the names that all the five candidates had

19 signed.

20             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Previously.

21             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Had previously signed.

22             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  And then -- just a

23 moment, please.  And then the later document that

24 appears to have been, you know, created after the
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1 candidates withdrew their names, that was to assign

2 observers around the county.

3             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  That's correct.

4             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  On Election Day.

5             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  On Election Day.

6             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Which we did not do.

7             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We did not do.

8             Now, I might add, by the time we got the

9 withdrawals, all the candidates withdrew their names,

10 we had already assigned the True to Vote to be able

11 to participate at the Early Vote Center, which is why

12 we got the opinion from the Prosecutor's office to

13 see if we should let them stay or if we should remove

14 them.  And we were told that we should just let them

15 stay at the Early Vote Center.  But then, anything

16 after that, we did not allow them to have any

17 representation at any polling location.

18             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  For --

19             MS. SHAFFER:  If I can add in, early

20 voting started on October 1st, you started hearing

21 from candidates on October 1st that they didn't want

22 their names used.  You heard from all the rest of

23 them on October 2nd.  So you knew right away there

24 was a whole discussion, and I've got part of the
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1 discussion on should we let them or not, and Jeffrey

2 Mackey brought up all the problems with it, that her

3 petition shouldn't be useable or worth anything, and

4 those are my own words, but that was basically what

5 he expressed.

6             And I would suggest all of you look at

7 some of the records I've gotten lately and see how

8 this unfolded.  So the idea that on the 2nd you fully

9 knew you had no legitimacy to those petitions and

10 those observers were still allowed for a whole month.

11             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Per advise from

12 our --

13             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Per advice from the

14 Prosecutor.

15             MS. SHAFFER:  That's not right.

16             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  There's no

17 provision in law that allows the --

18             MS. SHAFFER:  That's so not right.

19             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  -- retraction --

20 well, then we have to change the law.

21             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I don't necessarily,

22 nor do any of us know what you just asserted that we

23 did know.  Secondly, we do know that our counsel, the

24 county Prosecutor, advised us to do what we did do.
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1             If much or most of, Paddy, your concern

2 is that Jan falsified a document, and that upsets

3 you, and that's --

4             MS. SHAFFER:  No.

5             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  -- and that's what you

6 wanted documented --

7             MS. SHAFFER:  You don't fully understand

8 even why I'm here.  Shall I start again and make it

9 brief?

10             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  No.

11             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  No.  But you can

12 commence putting it in writing so we can --

13             MS. SHAFFER:  That is not my job.

14             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Well --

15             MS. SHAFFER:  You have no curiosity --

16             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Paddy --

17             MS. SHAFFER:  -- amongst you --

18             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Paddy, excuse me.

19             MS. SHAFFER:  -- on how this unfolded?

20             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Excuse me.  Your job,

21 if you have a concern, is to cause us to understand

22 it.  Time and again you've come before us with a wide

23 panoply of concerns, several of which sound very

24 concerning to me, but they're not --
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1             MS. SHAFFER:  I was concerned when your

2 name popped in there.

3             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Well, thank you for

4 bringing that up again.  If you've got evidence on

5 that and a lot of other things that you are --

6             MS. SHAFFER:  You guys, my understanding

7 is --

8             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I am not making

9 progress if you continue to interrupt.

10             MS. SHAFFER:  You need to look into this.

11             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  But you got to help us

12 understand.

13             MS. SHAFFER:  No, I don't.  No, I don't.

14 I've done a lot of your homework for you.

15             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  This has become

16 unproductive.

17             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Yeah.

18             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yeah.

19             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I want to make a

20 motion that the Board instruct the staff to

21 investigate this process, in particular, you know,

22 the falsification of the petitions after people had

23 withdrawn.  And I certainly understand the difference

24 between the posthumous removal and why people were
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1 allowed at the Board in early vote; what I want to

2 know in particular is after people clearly wanted

3 their name off and those names were used, some in

4 subsequent documents, you know, I want that area

5 looked at in particular.

6             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Could you say that

7 again?

8             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  The fact that -- it's

9 the subsequent documents that I would like to hear

10 from the Prosecutor about why we have not pursued or

11 can we pursue some kind of action based on the fact

12 that we clearly were handed documents that were not

13 accurate, that were not -- that had been done --

14             MS. SHAFFER:  Repeatedly resubmitted.

15             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Shhh, shhh, shhh.

16             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  -- to some degree

17 after the fact.

18             MS. SHAFFER:  Sorry.

19             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  So I would just, you

20 know, make a motion for an investigation into the

21 packets that we were given last week -- or, last

22 meeting, and in particular the area of the subsequent

23 documents that clearly were produced after people had

24 withdrawn.
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1             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Greg, I think I'm

2 going to second that motion, but let me understand

3 what it is.  I gather, from bits and pieces of the

4 conversation today, that there is some evidence that

5 after the five candidates who originally signed a

6 True the Vote petition, appointing observers --

7             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Uh-huh.

8             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  -- had their

9 facsimile signatures attached to documents that were

10 submitted to the Board.

11             BOARD BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  As late as

12 October 31st.

13             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  And if there's

14 evidence of that, then that's where the

15 investigation --

16             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  That's where it ought

17 to be centered.

18             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Okay.  So I second

19 that inquiry and then we need a report from the staff

20 as to --

21             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I think that's what

22 you're asking is for the staff to look closer at

23 these materials with an eye toward --

24             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  And I'd like input
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1 from the Prosecutor --

2             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  -- discrepancy of the

3 timing and -- I don't think -- several moments ago

4 you thought about sending or getting something from

5 the Prosecutor.  I don't think we've ever sent

6 anything to the Prosecutor.

7             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  No, we haven't.

8             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  So that may be another

9 step --

10             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Right.

11             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  -- unless you're

12 including it.

13             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I was including that

14 the staff would look into it and forward it on to the

15 Prosecutor.

16             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Shouldn't we see

17 it ourselves before we send it to the Prosecutor?

18             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  I've shared those, the

19 last several meetings, I shared those documents with

20 all the Board members.

21             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  It's in your packet

22 from the last meeting.

23             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Where the signatures

24 were after the folks had withdrawn, then we received
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1 another packet of information via e-mail of where

2 they had allegedly signed for the voting, for the

3 actual --

4             BOARD BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Election Day.

5             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  -- Election Day

6 activities, after they had said they didn't want to

7 be part of the challenger's petitions.

8             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Have we talked to

9 candidates?  Have we asked them if they signed?

10             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yes.  All that

11 happened.  Yes, we did.  All that happened after all

12 of them sent us letters that said they want off.

13 Then we received a bunch of e-mails and packages of

14 voting locations with their signatures on it, days

15 after they had withdrawn their names from it.  So we

16 have that information.  All we need to do probably

17 now is share that with the Prosecutor's office.

18             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Bill --

19             MS. SHAFFER:  You're --

20             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Ma'am, please.

21             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  I'm sorry, you're

22 not a member of the Board.  So I think Dean Ringle,

23 for example, is one of the ones that signed and

24 recanted.
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1             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  That's correct.

2             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  So we got the

3 October 31 showing Dean Ringle's signature at the

4 bottom.

5             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  That's correct.

6             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Have we asked Dean

7 if he signed the document on October 31?

8             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We could ask that

9 question.

10             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  No, we have not.

11             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We have not.

12             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  That would seem to

13 be something we could --

14             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Well, they all

15 gave a letter, right, that they --

16             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Yeah.

17             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  But I think what

18 they did is they sent a letter saying I no longer

19 want to be a part of the project --

20             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Right.

21             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  -- and I

22 previously approved.

23             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Right.

24             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  That's correct.
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1             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  What we haven't

2 asked is, well, did you sign this document that came

3 in, like, 10 days --

4             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Right.

5             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  -- you said you no

6 longer wanted to be a part of the project.

7             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Almost a month after.

8             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  That's very

9 suspicious.

10             MS. SHAFFER:  You don't even understand

11 how your process works.  Can I explain it?

12             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  No.

13             MS. SHAFFER:  Because I've done it.

14             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Ms. Shaffer,

15 again, you're not a member of the Board.  This is a

16 Board discussion.

17             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I think that we've

18 got -- first of all, anecdotally, the signatures are

19 identical to the originals.  And I can certainly

20 speak, you know, as far as the Board having requested

21 the signature or questioning whether people signed

22 after they had withdrawn, you know, I'm not aware of,

23 obviously I wasn't on the Board at the time, but, you

24 know, can certainly speak with absolute certainty
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1 that there were several people who did not sign and

2 it's quite obvious from the signatures that they're

3 from the earlier document.

4             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Uh-huh.

5             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Well, so, Brad, I

6 don't know if you finished asking questions, but

7 is -- are you trying to get at whether something -- I

8 don't know that I saw -- I know I reviewed the

9 packet, and Greg spoke to it in detail before and has

10 again today, but I don't recall seeing sort of the

11 chronological narrative from Bill and Dana that says

12 this appears to may have happened, that would be a

13 falsification, that would be something that we ought

14 to send along.

15             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  And then, what I

16 think would be really powerful evidence is if we call

17 Dean Ringle and said, you know, "Here are six

18 documents you signed at some point during October,

19 supposedly.  Did you sign these?"  If he says "no,"

20 that's really telling.  Why don't we go ahead and do

21 that.

22             MS. SHAFFER:  You still miss the point.

23 And I know you don't want me to speak --

24             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I'll walk to my car
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1 with you or walk you to your car then --

2             MS. SHAFFER:  You're not --

3             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  -- you can help me

4 understand, but please respect Brad's --

5             MS. SHAFFER:  The falsification is that

6 after it was known that the documents don't work, she

7 kept submitting them over and over --

8             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Okay.

9             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  That's what

10 they're saying.

11             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  I believe we

12 understand.  We're all aware of it.

13             MS. SHAFFER:  It's not the original

14 signatures.

15             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Yeah, that's

16 what they're saying.

17             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  We understand that,

18 Paddy, come on.

19             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  We all understand.

20             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  We will follow up on

21 this posthaste.

22             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  Absolutely.

23             MS. SHAFFER:  Thank you.  And I hope

24 that's only a start, because you've got other
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1 problems here too.

2             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Let us revert to the

3 previous order of business if that's the right --

4             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  The next item on the

5 agenda is provisional ballot process.  Yes, sir?

6             MR. WASHINGTON:  Can I get a chance to

7 speak?

8             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  I didn't know you

9 wanted to speak.

10             MR. WASHINGTON:  It won't take but two

11 seconds.

12             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Identify yourself.

13             MR. WASHINGTON:  André Washington.  I

14 just wanted to formally introduce myself to the

15 Board.  I have no gripes; nothing to complain about

16 today.  I'm André Washington.  I'm with the NAACP,

17 I'm the political action chair.  I'm also with the

18 A. Philip Randolph Institute, I'm the state

19 president.

20             A. Philip Randolph, those of you who may

21 not know him, he was the one that organized all the

22 Pullman porters back in the thirties.  "10,000 Men

23 Named George" was a movie named after him.  A. Philip

24 Randolph formed this organization, him and Bayard
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1 Rustin, if you don't know Bayard Rustin, you may want

2 to Google that name too, he is the unsung hero in the

3 Civil Rights Movement.

4             Bayard Rustin and A. Philip Randolph

5 started this organization.  What I really like about

6 it is it was started as a totally nonpartisan

7 organization.  A. Philip Randolph, a strong

8 Republican, and Bayard Rustin, a very strong

9 Democrat, started this organization to address issues

10 in the urban community.

11             So our organization is the A. Philip

12 Randolph Institute.  And I tell people we're like a

13 cross between the NAACP and the League of Women

14 Voters.

15             (Laughter.)

16             MR. WASHINGTON:  So that kind of tell you

17 who we are.  So I just wanted to introduce myself.

18 I've been coming to the Board meetings for about a

19 year and a half.  Originally from Lucas County, so

20 don't hold that against me.  I try to attend as many

21 board meetings as possible.

22             I do want to thank the Board for

23 allocating one machine for every 151 voters.  Was

24 that the number you gave us?
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1             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Yes, sir.

2             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  That's where

3 we're currently at, yes.

4             MR. WASHINGTON:  That's where you're

5 currently at, and that's below the Secretary of

6 State's 175.  So we do appreciate that.  That gives

7 better access to the voting machine.

8             But my two organizations will be looking

9 very closely at the early voting days and the early

10 voting hours because we do want access to the actual

11 polls to get to the machines.

12             But, Mr. Chairman, members of the Board,

13 Director and Assistant Director, I want to thank you

14 all, I know I'm talking fast because we're running

15 out of time here, but I want to thank you for this

16 opportunity to introduce me, myself, and my

17 organization to you guys.

18             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Thank you very much.

19             CHAIRMAN PREISSE:  Thank you.

20             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  Thank you.

21             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  The next item on the

22 agenda is the provisional ballot process.

23             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  I move -- let's see.

24 I move that the Board authorize the Director and
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1 Deputy Director to appoint bipartisan teams of

2 employees to begin the process of verifying

3 provisional ballots cast at the Special Election and

4 that no provisional ballots shall be approved for

5 counting without Board approval.

6             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Second.

7             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

8             (All ayes heard.)

9             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  The motion carries.

10             The next item on the agenda is -- well,

11 we got an election, a Special Election, and that was

12 for the Special Election here in August.  So we have

13 Election Tuesday.  So we have to officially open the

14 polls for Tuesday.

15             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  I move that the

16 polls be declared open for the Tuesday, August 5,

17 2014, Licking Heights Local School District Special

18 Election, beginning at 6:30 a.m. and closing at

19 7:30 p.m., and that in accordance with Ohio Revised

20 Code Section 3501.32, any voter in line prior to the

21 close of the polls at 7:30 p.m. shall be permitted to

22 vote.

23             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  Second.

24             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?
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1             (All ayes heard.)

2             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  Motion carries.

3             At this point, we will have to stand in

4 recess until the close of the election on Tuesday,

5 August the 5th.

6             BOARD MEMBER SINNOTT:  I move the Board

7 recess this meeting of the Board of Elections subject

8 to re-call by the Chair until the close of the

9 election being held on Tuesday, August 5th.

10             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Second.

11             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  All those in favor?

12             (All ayes heard.)

13             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Is there a motion to

14 adjourn?

15             BOARD MEMBER MARINELLO:  So moved.

16             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  Recess.

17             DIRECTOR ANTHONY:  I mean to recess.  I

18 am so sorry.

19             BOARD MEMBER HAAS:  We already recessed.

20             DEPUTY DIRECTOR WALCH:  We already

21 recessed.

22             (Thereupon, the meeting recessed at 4:57

23 p.m.)

24                         - - -
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